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ORIGINAL ARTICLE
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Abstract

Rationale: Psychological resilience (the ability to thrive in
adversity) may protect against mental-health symptoms in
healthcare professionals during coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
waves.

Objectives: To identify determinants of resilience in ICU staff
members.

Methods: In this cross-sectional survey in 21 French ICUs, staff
members completed the 10-item Connor-Davidson Resilience
Scale, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, and Impact of
Event Scale–Revised (for post-traumatic stress disorder [PTSD]).
Factors independently associated with resilience were identified.

Measurements and Main Results: The response rate was
73.1% (950 of 1,300). The median 10-item Connor-Davidson
Resilience Scale score was 29 (interquartile range, 25–32).
Symptoms of anxiety, depression, and PTSD were present in
61%, 39%, and 36% of staff members, respectively. Distress
associated with the COVID-19 infodemic was correlated with

symptoms of depression and PTSD. More resilient respondents
less often had symptoms of anxiety, depression, and PTSD.
Greater resilience was independently associated with male sex,
having provided intensive care during the early waves, having
managed more than 50 patients with COVID-19, and, compared
with earlier waves, working longer hours, having greater
motivation, and more often involving families in end-of-life
decisions. Independent risk factors for lower resilience were
having managed more than 10 patients who died of COVID-19,
having felt frightened or isolated, and greater distress from the
COVID-19 infodemic.

Conclusions: This study identifies modifiable determinants of
resilience among ICU staff members. Longitudinal studies are
needed to determine whether prior resilience decreases the risk of
mental ill health during subsequent challenges. Hospital and ICU
managers, for whom preserving mental well-being among staff
members is a key duty, should pay careful attention to resilience.

Keywords: coronavirus; acute respiratory distress syndrome;
post-traumatic growth; post-traumatic stress disorder; vulnerability
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Withmore than 760 million cases worldwide
andmore than 6.8 million deaths, the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic
has placed unprecedented demands on
healthcare systems and has required
healthcare professionals (HCPs) to work
under high-stress conditions for unusually
long periods. The COVID-19 pandemic was
thus a traumatic event that adversely affected
physical and mental health. The huge efforts
made by HCPs to provide high-quality
care under new, fast changing, high-risk
circumstances often came at the cost of
mental ill health. Studies documented high
prevalences of insomnia, acute stress,
anxiety, and depression among ICU staff
members during COVID-19 waves (1–3).
HCPs reported feeling unsafe and even
fearing for their lives while caring for patients
with COVID-19 (4, 5). A fear of infecting
others, inadequate time for rest, and
limitations in the ability to care for one’s
own family were associated with an increased
prevalence of mental-health symptoms (1, 6).
Nurses reported feeling isolated because
partners, family members, neighbors, and
the public avoided physical proximity (7).
Additional physical and emotional stressors
were the shortage of personal protective
equipment, restrictions placed on patient
visitation by families, and the increased
number of patients with severe illness or
death (2, 8). Burnout syndrome, a state of
physical and emotional exhaustion due to
prolonged commitment to emotionally
demanding work situations, was
documented in 45% of frontline HCPs
(8–10). According to a survey done early in
the pandemic, more than a quarter of HCPs
exposed to patients with COVID-19
experienced symptoms associated with post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (10).

In 2014, the American Psychological
Association defined psychological resilience
(hereafter “resilience”) as the process of
adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma,
tragedy, threats, or significant sources of
stress (11). Resilience is thus the ability to

thrive in the face of adversity (12). Resilience
shapes an individual’s response to trauma
(13) and correlates positively with overall
health, psychological well-being, efficient
coping strategies (14), and better quality of
life among HCPs (15). Resilience may
protect against the development of mental-
health symptoms such as anxiety, depression,
and PTSD in traumatic settings (16). Thus,
among hospital physicians in France,
resilience was lower among individuals who
had histories of anxiety, stress, or depression
(17). If the protective effect of resilience is
confirmed, then providing staff members
with resilience-building tools, on a regular
basis and particularly during challenging
events, would be crucial (18).

Resilience can be assessed quantitatively
using a standardized and validated tool
developed by Connor and Davidson (12).
Among revised versions, the 10-item
Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-
RISC-10) developed by Campbell-Sills
and Stein has demonstrated excellent
performance characteristics, including good
internal consistency and strong test–retest
reliability (19).

The primary objective of this cross-
sectional study was to identify determinants
of psychological resilience among HCPs
working in French ICUs during the
COVID-19 wave in late 2021, that is, after
several previous COVID-19 waves.

Methods

The Comit�e de Protection des Personnes
Sud-M�editerran�ee ethics committee
approved this study onMarch 31, 2020
(2020-A00809-30; Commission Nationale
des Recherches Impliquant la Personne
Humaine: 20.03.27.73019). An online
questionnaire was sent between October 30
and December 1, 2021, to each of the 1,300
HCPs who worked in any of 21 ICUs
belonging to the FAMIREA study group.

At a Glance Commentary

Scientific Knowledge on the
Subject: Symptoms of mental ill
health were extremely common in
ICU healthcare professionals during
the first coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) waves. Whether
psychological resilience relates to
mental-health symptoms in this
setting has not been investigated.

What This Study Adds to the
Field: During the COVID-19 wave
seen between October and
December 2021 in France,
symptoms of anxiety, depression,
and post-traumatic stress disorder
were more prevalent than during
previous waves (61%, 39%, and
36%, respectively). Greater
psychological resilience was
independently associated with a
lower prevalence of all three
categories of mental-health
symptoms. Factors independently
associated with greater resilience
were male sex, having provided
intensive care during the early
waves, having managed more than
50 patients with COVID-19,
working longer hours, having
greater motivation, and making
end-of-life decisions jointly with
family members. Independent risk
factors for lower resilience were
having managed more than 10
patients who died of COVID-19,
having felt frightened or isolated,
and reporting greater distress from
the COVID-19 infodemic. Greater
resilience was associated with lower
prevalences of anxiety, depression,
and post-traumatic stress disorder
symptoms. Only 8% of respondents
felt supported by their institutions.

Author Contributions: E.A. and N.K.-B. designed the study and obtained the funding and authorizations. G.D. and F.P. were part of the steering
committee and helped design the project and select the metrics and mental health outcomes. L.A., A.C., R.C.-J., O.G., V.L., F.T., F.B., M.J.,
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survey completion in their departments. All authors took part in analyzing the data, raising hypotheses, and guiding the analysis. All authors
revised the text for important intellectual content and approved submission of the final version.
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Survey Instrument
The survey items are reported in the tables
and figures. Some items had been used for
previous studies done during the first and
second COVID-19 waves in France (1, 10),
and others were identified through a
literature review and semistructured
interviews with HCPs working in the
participating ICUs. The survey collected data
on exposure to COVID-19 (number of
patients managed, infection in family and/or
friends), visitation policies for family
members, professional and personal impact
of the pandemic (fear of being infected or of
infecting family and friends, ability to rest,
family balance, ability to care for family,
tiredness, working conditions, intention to
leave the ICU), and personal characteristics
(demographics and consumption of alcohol,
tobacco, and psychotropic drugs).

The survey also included three validated
self-reported questionnaires assessing
resilience, anxiety and depression, and
PTSD, respectively. Resilience was evaluated
using the unidimensional CD-RISC-10. In
keeping with the definition of resilience as
the ability to thrive in the face of adversity by
making positive adjustments to challenging
demands, this tool assesses favorable
responses to change, stress management,
and goal achievement despite obstacles and
pressure. The 10 items are adaptability
(ability to adapt and adjust to changing
circumstances and new situations), personal
competence (sense of self-confidence and
belief own ability to handle challenges
effectively), social support (availability of
social support systems and perceived degree
of support from family, friends, or other
sources), tolerance for negative affect (ability
to cope with and manage negative emotions
and stress without becoming overwhelmed),
stress control (ability to control stress in
response to various stressors), spiritual
influence (feeling supported by spiritual or
existential beliefs and practices), positive
acceptance (ability to accept and make peace
with past experiences, including adverse
ones), determination and tenacity
(persistence and determination in the face of
challenges or setbacks), trust in one’s
instincts and decision-making abilities, and
meaning and purpose (perceived meaning
and purpose in one’s life). Each of these 10
items is rated on a Likert-type scale ranging
from 0 to 4, and the total score can thus
range from 0 to 40, with higher scores
indicating greater resilience. Symptoms of
anxiety and depression were assessed using

the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
(HADS) (1, 10, 20) and were defined as
scores.7 of 21 on the relevant subscale. To
detect symptoms of PTSD, we relied on the
Impact of Events Scale–Revised (IES-R) (21),
whose 22 items assess subjective distress
caused by traumatic events. The items
include 14 of the 17Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition,
symptoms of PTSD. Respondents are asked
to indicate their degree of distress during the
past week caused by difficulties related to a
specific stressful life event. The total score
can range from 0 to 88, and subscores can be
calculated for the intrusion, avoidance, and
hyperarousal subscales. We defined the
presence of PTSD-related symptoms as an
IES-R score>22.

The study took place in France from
October to December 2021, at the beginning
of the Omicron wave. Every day, 50,000 new
cases were diagnosed, with an incidence rate
of 550 per 100,000, andmore than 17,000
hospital beds were occupied by patients with
COVID-19, including more than 3,200 in
ICUs. Since the beginning of the pandemic
in France, more than 8 million people had
caught the disease and almost 120,000 had
died. An invitation to take part in this cross-
sectional study was sent to all HCPs working
in the participating ICUs, using mailing lists,
WhatsApp groups, a poster with quick-
response codes in each ICU, and local
invitations by study investigators. HCPs were
defined as nursing staff members (nurses and
nursing assistants), medical staff members
(residents, interns, clinical fellows, and senior
intensivists), and other professionals
providing patient care in the ICUs. For
variables depicting the COVID-19
experience, the responses were either binary
(yes or no) or made on visual analog scales
(VASs) ranging from 0 to 10 assessing
frustration, fear, isolation, commitment,
motivation, support, and working
conditions. VASs are easy and rapid to
complete and have been proved reliable for
measuring characteristics, subjective
phenomena, and attitudes that are expected
to range across a continuum of values and
for which direct measurements cannot be
readily obtained. The COVID-19 infodemic
was scored on a VAS ranging from 0 to 10.
The infodemic was defined as the rapid and
extensive spread of a mixture of both
accurate and inaccurate information in
which facts merge with rumors and fears,
making it difficult to obtain trustworthy
information (22). The COVID-19 infodemic

has been reported to result in confusion, risk-
taking behaviors, andmistrust in health
authorities, thereby undermining the public
health response (22).

Study Outcomes
Resilience measured using the CD-RISC-10
score was the primary outcome.We did not
use a cutoff value for this score.

The secondary outcomes were symptoms
of anxiety and depression, defined as scores
.7 on the relevant HADS subscales, and
symptoms consistent with PTSD, defined as
an IES-R score>22.

Statistical Analysis
The data are described asmedian (interquartile
range) or number and percentage. Categorical
variables were compared using the Fisher exact
test and continuous variables using the
nonparametricWilcoxon test or Kruskal-
Wallis test. Spearman’s coefficient was
computed to assess correlations.

Factors independently associated with
CD-RISC-10 score were identified by
building a linear regression model. Logistic
regression was also performed to assess
independent predictors of symptoms of
anxiety, depression, and PTSD. For all
models, we first performed univariate
analyses including all the variables shown
in Tables 1–3. Variables associated with
P values,0.20 were used to build
multivariate models. The final models were
obtained by stepwise variable selection using
an automatic procedure based on the Akaike
information criterion. Interactions and
correlations between the explanatory
variables were carefully checked. For
logistic models, continuous variables were
checked for log-linearity assumptions and
dichotomized if needed. For linear models,
the linearity assumption was carefully
checked.We assessed calibration and
discrimination of multivariate logistic
regression models and the percentage of
variation (r2) explained by the model for
multivariate linear regression models.
Surface plots were created to depict
relationships between important variables.
We did not adjust for multiple comparisons.
No imputation methods were used.

All tests were two sided, and P values
less than 0.05 were considered to
indicate statistical significance. Analyses
were done using R version 3.6.2 (https://
www.r-project.org).
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Results

Respondents
Among the 1,300 HCPs working in the 21
participating ICUs, 950 completed the

survey. Table 1 details their main
characteristics. Among the respondents, 380
(40%) were physicians, 551 (58%) were
nursing staff members, and 19 (2%) were
other HCPs. Response rates were 73.1%

overall, 79.2% among physicians, and 69.5%
among nursing staff members. Overall,
median ICU experience was 7 (3–14) years.
Only 7% of respondents had not worked in
ICUs during at least one previous COVID-19
wave. Importantly, only 8% of respondents
felt supported by their healthcare
institutions.

Mental-Health Symptoms, Experience
of the Pandemic, and Resilience
Table 2 reports CD-RISC-10, HADS, and
IES-R scores. Anxiety symptoms were
significantly more common among residents
than for the other job categories (see Figure
E1 in the online supplement). Exhaustion,
frustration, lack of motivation, fear, and
isolation related to the current COVID-19
wave were all significantly associated with
symptoms of anxiety, depression, and PTSD
(Figure 1). Greater perceived distress related
to the COVID-19 infodemic was significantly
associated with higher prevalences of
depression and PTSD symptoms (see Figure
E2). Spending at least an hour a day reading
books showed a significant association with
lower prevalences of symptoms of anxiety
and depression (see Figure E3). A higher CD-
RISC-10 score, indicating greater resilience,
was independently associated with lower
prevalences of symptoms of anxiety,
depression, and PTSD (Table 3). The only
other variable independently associated with
all three categories of symptoms, although in
the opposite direction, was severe COVID-19
in at least one family member. Figure 2A
depicts the association linking greater
resilience to lower prevalences of anxiety,
depression, and PTSD symptoms, and
Figure 2B indicates a persistent association of
greater resilience with lower prevalences of
anxiety and depression symptoms at all
degrees of infodemic-related distress. Figure
E4 depicts the negative correlation linking
resilience to symptoms of anxiety,
depression, and PTSD.

Determinants of Resilience
Factors associated with resilience by
univariate analysis are shown in Figure E5.
By multivariate analysis (Figure 3), factors
independently associated with greater
resilience were male sex, having worked in
the ICU during previous waves, and
managing a greater number of patients with
COVID-19. Other factors, assessed in
comparison with previous waves, were
working longer hours, feeling greater

Table 1. Characteristics of the 950 Respondents

n (%) or Median (IQR)

Men 332 (35)
Age, yr 37 (30–45)
University-affiliated hospital 446 (47)
Role in the ICU
Nurse/nursing assistant 416 (44)/135 (14)
Senior physician/resident 280 (29)/100 (11)
Other healthcare professional 19 (2)

Total ICU experience, yr 7 (3–14)
ICU work during previous COVID-19 wave(s) 833 (89)
Managed .50 patients with COVID-19 in

current wave
497 (52)

Managed .10 patients with COVID-19 who
died in current wave

467 (49)

Has had COVID-19 217 (23)
Family members have had severe COVID-19 327 (34)
Started/increased treatment for anxiety, depression,

or PTSD
78/19 (10)

Needed new psychological support 182 (19)
Excessive alcohol intake/cannabis/other recreational

drugs
25/18/3 (5)

Visitation policies for family members
Unchanged from before the pandemic/restricted 595 (63)/239 (25)
Unlimited family visits 75 (8)
No family visits allowed 41 (4)

New communication media used for the current wave* 335 (35)
Satisfaction with visitation policies (VAS scores) 7 (5–8)
Compared with previous waves (VAS scores)
I experience more fear/more exhaustion 5 (3–7)/8 (6–9)
I experience more frustration/more isolation 7 (5–8)/4 (2–6)
I can rest more regularly/can spend more time

with family
4 (3–6)/5 (3–7)

I experience more distress from the infodemic/from
social frustration

5 (3–7)/5 (2–8)

I can take more days off 10 (9–10)
I believe that end-of-life decisions followed a more

consensual process†
8 (5–9)

During this wave
I believe that my work time has increased 7 (5–8)
I believe that my professional commitment/motivation

has increased
6 (5–8)/6 (4–8)

I am proud of the work I have been doing 7 (6–9)
I believe that I intend to leave the ICU 7 (5–9)/7 (4–8)

I have been supported by
My colleagues 735 (77)
My family/my friends 832 (88)/642 (68)
My superiors/my institution 256 (27)/76 (8)
The lay public/the government 45 (5)/39 (4)

VAS score for overall perceived support 5 (5–7)
Television/social media .1 h/d 268 (29)/236 (24)
Reading books/newspapers .1 h/d 140 (15)

Definition of abbreviations: COVID-19=coronavirus disease; IQR= interquartile range;
PTSD=post-traumatic stress disorder; VAS=visual analog scale with two anchors (0 indicating
no symptoms/lowest possible rating and 10 the worst symptoms/highest possible rating).
*Including videoconferences, routine calls from healthcare professionals to family members,
and WhatsApp groups.
†Consensual was defined as sharing of end-of-life decisions between the family and healthcare
professionals.
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motivation, andmore often sharing end-of-
life decisions with families. Conversely,
factors independently associated with lower
resilience were having managed more than
10 patients who had died during the current
wave, a higher degree of fear or isolation, and
greater infodemic-related distress.

Discussion

In this cross-sectional survey, we assessed
resilience in a large sample of HCPs working
in 21 French ICUs during repeated
COVID-19 waves. The associations linking
resilience to the number of patients with
COVID-19 managed, personal experience
of the pandemic, the end-of-life decision-
making process, and response to the
infodemic suggest strategies for
strengthening the ability of HCPs to cope
with adverse working conditions. Greater

Table 2. Mental-Health Symptoms and Resilience Among the 950 Respondents

Median (Interquartile Range)
or n (%)

CD-RISC-10 score* 29 (25–32)
HADS†

Anxiety subscale score 8 (5–11)
HCPs with symptoms of anxiety 578 (61)

Depression subscale score 5 (3–8)
HCPs with symptoms of depression 366 (39)

IES-R‡

Total score 14 (5–30)
Intrusion subscore 6 (2–12)
Avoidance subscore 5 (1–10)
Hyperarousal subscore 3 (1–8)
HCPs with PTSD-related symptoms 339 (36)

Definition of abbreviations: CD-RISC-10=10-item Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale;
HADS=Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; HCP=healthcare professional; IES-R= Impact
of Events Scale–Revised; PTSD=post-traumatic stress disorder.
*The score on the CD-RISC-10 can range from 0 to 40. No cutoff was used for this study.
†The anxiety and depression subscales can each range from 0 to 21.
‡The total IES-R score can range from 0 to 88. A total score of 22 or more defined symptoms
consistent with PTSD. The intrusion and avoidance subscores can each range from 0 to 32
and the hyperarousal score from 0 to 24.

Table 3. Multivariable Analysis of the Determinants of Symptoms of Anxiety, Depression, and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

Anxiety Symptoms,
Odds Ratio (95%CI)

Depression Symptoms,
Odds Ratio (95%CI)

PTSD-related Symptoms,
Odds Ratio (95%CI)

Male sex — — 0.49 (0.35–0.71)
ICU work during previous wave(s) — 2.20 (1.30–3.73) —
Severe COVID-19 in one or more

family members
1.57 (1.02–2.41) 1.52 (1.01–2.30) 2.14 (1.42–3.23)

VASs*
Compared with previous COVID-19

waves
This wave is more frightening 1.22/point (1.13–1.31) 1.13/point (1.04–1.22) —
This wave is more frustrating — 1.10/point (1.02–1.20) —
I was able to spend more time

with family
0.83/point (0.77–0.90) 0.84/point (0.75–0.94) —

I was able to rest more
regularly

— 0.84/point (0.75–0.94) 0.82/point (0.74–0.92)

I was not able to go on vacation 1.29/point (1.12–1.49) 1.17/point (1.00–1.37) —
I worked longer hours — — 1.08/point (1.01–1.16)
I had greater pride in my work 0.59/point (0.43–0.81) 0.66/point (0.48–0.91) —
End-of-life decisions were more

often consensual†
— — 0.88/point (0.82–0.94)

I experienced greater social
frustration

— 1.10/point (1.02–1.20) —

I thought the infodemic was
more distressing

— — 1.09/point (1.03–1.15)

Time spent reading
books/newspapers .1h/d

0.69 (0.49–0.97) 0.46/point (0.32–0.67) —

CD-RISC-10 score 0.93/point (0.91–0.96) 0.93/point (0.90–0.9)5 0.95/point (0.92–0.97)
Area under the curve 0.76 (0.73–0.79) 0.79 (0.76–0.82) 0.75 (0.78–0.84)
Hosmer-Lemeshow chi-square test 0.5396 0.8703 0.7985

Definition of abbreviations: CD-RISC-10=10-item Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale; CI =confidence interval; COVID-19=coronavirus disease;
PTSD=post-traumatic stress disorder; VAS=10-point visual analog scale.
*All VASs had two anchors: 0, indicating the absence of symptoms or lowest possible rating, and 10, indicating the worst possible symptoms or
highest possible rating.
†Consensual was defined as sharing of end-of-life decisions between the family and healthcare professionals.
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resilience was associated with fewer
symptoms of anxiety, depression, and PTSD.
Strengths of our study include the large
sample size; the use of validated instruments
to assess resilience and symptoms of anxiety,
depression, and PTSD; rating of personal
experience compared with previous
COVID-19 waves; and the identification of
factors independently associated with greater
resilience.

Two previous studies were conducted in
similar samples of French ICUs, in April and
May 2020 and in November 2020 (1, 10).
From the earliest study to the present study
(October to December 2021), the prevalences
of anxiety and depression symptoms
increased from 50.4% to 61.0% and from
30.4% to 39.0%, respectively. PTSD
symptoms were not assessed in the first
study; their prevalence increased between the
second and third studies from 28.4% to
36.0%. These findings are of great concern, as
they indicate that measures to improve the
mental well-being of HCPs are either
ineffective or not offered. A noteworthy

finding is that only 8% of respondents felt
supported by their institutions. Of note, the
worsening staff shortages in French hospitals
in recent years may, independently from
COVID-19, have contributed to this
increasing ill ease among HCPs.

Compared with a 2020 meta-analysis of
psychological symptoms among HCPs
during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
proportion of respondents with depression
was only slightly higher in our study (39% vs.
31.8%), but the prevalences were far higher
for anxiety (61% vs. 34.4%) and PTSD-
related symptoms (36% vs. 11.4%) (23). A
study of 442 HCPs working in Turkey during
the first COVID-19 wave demonstrated a
prevalence of anxiety closer to ours, of 51.6%,
and a higher prevalence of depression, of
64.7% (6). Of 10 ICU nurses in Alabama, 7
met diagnostic criteria for PTSD according
to the results of in-depth in-person
interviews (4). Interviews may be more
sensitive than the IES-R for detecting PTSD.

Few previous studies assessed resilience
amongHCPs using the CD-RISC-10. Several

versions of the Connor-Davidson Resilience
Scale have been used, as well as other
resilience scales, hindering comparisons.
Among 848 hospital HCPs in Japan during
the first wave, themedian CD-RISC-10 score
was 22 (18–27), lower than in our study done
during a later wave (29 [25–32]) (24). The
score was significantly lower in the group with
versus without depression (18 [13–22] vs. 23
[19–29]). Among emergency nurses in the
United States, the median CD-RISC-10 score
was 29 (20–30) in October and November
2021, in keeping with our results (25). A
survey of nurses working in COVID-19 ICUs
in India in September 2020 demonstrated a
high degree of resilience, with a mean CD-
RISC-10 score of 31.236 4.68 (26). Perhaps
more important than the degree of resilience
is the identification of factors associated with
resilience, knowledge of which could inform
resilience-building interventions. Hospital
directors, administrators, policy makers, and
professional societies have a duty to promote
the well-being of HCPs at all times,
particularly during challenges such as a

Figure 1. Intensity of unidimensional variables (this wave is exhausting, frightening, frustrating, isolating, or motivating) assessed using visual
analog scales with two anchors: 0 (no symptom/lowest rating) and 10 (most intense symptom/highest rating) among healthcare professionals
with (green) and without (red) symptoms of anxiety, depression, and PTSD. PTSD=post-traumatic stress disorder. **** indicates P , 0.001.
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Figure 2. Regression surface plots. (A). Regression surface plot describing the relationships of anxiety, depression, and post-traumatic stress
disorder with resilience assessed using the 10-item Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale as the response variable. (B) Regression surface plot
describing the relationships of anxiety, depression, and resilience with distress ascribed to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) infodemic as the
response variable. The height of the surface represents the value of the response variable (resilience in A and infodemic-related distress in B).
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pandemic (27, 28). Younger and less
experienced HCPs beingmore at risk of
burnout, they should be given specific
attention.

We suggest five types of intervention.
First, all HCPs should have access to
multidisciplinary individualized care should
they experience work-related distress.
Educational sessions designed to encourage
awareness among HCPs of fear, frustration,
feelings of isolation, decreased motivation,
and other signs of mental ill health would be
valuable. HCPs should feel free to discuss
these signs with their superiors and to seek
specific care, including time off work.

Second, ICU directors and head nurses
should regularly evaluate their ICU team
members for factors associated with mental
ill health. Special support could then be
provided, for instance, to HCPs who are
handling their first COVID-19 wave or who
have provided care to more than 10 patients
who died of COVID-19. Alternating between
COVID-19 ICU sectors and other ICU
sectors might provide benefits, although in
our study, managing a larger number of
patients with COVID-19 was associated with
greater resilience. ICU directors and head
nurses should also be generous in expressing
their gratitude to their staff members.

Third, to decrease infodemic-related
distress, ICUs should provide their HCPs
with true and up-to-date information on
COVID-19 that frees staff members from the
need to consult the general media and social
media (29). Medical journals and health
journalists should commit to providing
readily accessible, fact-based information
designed for a broad audience. A model for
characterizing the many reported infodemic
management strategies has been
reported (30).

Fourth, hospitals should provide
resilience-building training sessions and
resilience care centers (14). Several methods
may deserve consideration, including role
playing, simulation, mindfulness, and formal
training (31–33).

Fifth, offering frontline HCPs paid time
off to be used for resilience-building activities
during pandemic waves would be useful.
Unfortunately, the current severe staff
shortages are a major obstacle to such an
intervention. A recent consensus report
suggested to include both general and
specific occupational interventions to
support healthcare workers’ basic physical
needs, lower psychological distress, reduce
moral distress and burnout, and foster
mental health and resilience (34).

The optimal means of developing
resilience remain unclear, however, and
further work on this point is urgently
awaited. The interventions evaluated so far
have varied widely, focusing on the
individual (e.g., emotional regulation
techniques, stress management, healthy
lifestyle, psychological support from a
therapist or using online tools), the
workplace (e.g., shorter hours, breaks,
mentoring, information, partnering less
experienced with more experienced HCPs),
or both. In a Cochrane mixed-methods
systematic review including 16 studies, the
level of evidence of effectiveness was deemed
low (35). Another review included 44
randomized controlled trials of psychological
interventions and again showed that
evidence of efficacy was of only very low
certainty (25). There is some evidence,
chiefly from before-and-after studies among
nurses, that combining several interventions
into a resilience bundle may improve
effectiveness (36–38). On the other hand, a
simple 3-hour in-person interactive class on
regulating autonomic responses to stress was
followed by significant increases in CD-
RISC-10 scores in a sample of 104 frontline
community and hospital HCPs (39). Other
similarly brief and simple interventions have

Figure 3. Forest plot showing the results of the multivariate linear regression analysis with CD-RISC 10 score as the dependent variable.
Consensual end-of-life decisions were defined as shared between healthcare professionals and the family. CD-RISC 10=10-item Connor-
Davidson Resilience Scale; CI= confidence interval; COVID-19=coronavirus disease.
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been reported to increase resilience (40, 41, 42).
We are not aware of any studies comparing
different interventions. Randomized
controlled trials are needed to evaluate and
compare both simple interventions and
more complex bundles designed to improve
resilience amongHCPs. Resilience-building
strategiesmust strike a fair balance between
the personal efforts asked ofHCPs (e.g.,
incorporatingmindfulness, relaxation, and
exercise practices into their routine) and efforts
provided by healthcare institutions (e.g.,
scheduling changes, paid time off, well-being
training sessions provided on paid time).

Post-traumatic growth (PTG) is the
occurrence of positive psychological changes
produced through adaptation to a traumatic
event (42). Although PTG and resilience are
different, they correlate positively with each
other (43). Thus, when HCPs completed
surveys at three time points during the first
COVID-19 wave, greater resilience at the
first time point predicted greater PTG at the
second time point, which in turn predicted
greater resilience at the third time point (44).
Although this finding is not proof of
causality, attention to PTGmay be
warranted. Little information is available on
factors associated with PTG. Some evidence
suggests a positive role for social support
(45, 46), deliberate reconstructive rumination
(47, 48), and psychosocial interventions (47).
Work is needed to elucidate the relationships
between resilience and PTG and to identify
means of enhancing PTG in HCPs.

This study has limitations. First,
respondents were solely from France,
possibly compromising generalizability, yet
the extensive participation of ICUs in a long-
standing network yielded a robust 73.1%
response rate.

Second, although we did not explore the
link between greater resilience and outcomes
such as health-related quality of life, job
retention, andmoral distress, we did evaluate
anxiety, depression, and PTSD symptoms,
established indicators of mental well-being.

Future studies will need to assess health-related
quality of life and career-change intentions.

Third, this study demonstrates
increased resilience among HCPs with
experience in previous COVID-19 waves,
those managing higher patient volumes, and
those working longer hours. This suggests
that less experienced HCPs may have left
after prior waves, potentially introducing
selection bias. However, this bias may be
minimal, as only 7% had not worked in ICUs
during previous COVID-19 waves, with a
median ICU experience of 7 years.

Fourth, we did not compare
respondents who were and were not
receiving mental-health care. No center effect
possibly related to differences regarding
institution-provided support to HCPs was
noted. Although respondents cited
colleagues, family, and friends as primary
social support, this should not be equated
with mental-health care.

Fifth, we observed lower resilience
scores among women compared with men.
One potential explanation is that women
may respond to CD-RISC-10 items with less
self-affirmation or self-regard, potentially
biasing results. This could lead to lower
scores among women with similar resilience
as men. Although no studies have explored
this possibility, existing research consistently
demonstrates lower self-esteem among
women compared with men (49).

Sixth, HCPs handle challenges uniquely,
and there are diverse valid responses to any
situation, which resilience may not fully
capture. Last, potential endogeneity in the
main findings should be considered, as
resilience, anxiety, and depression were
assessed simultaneously. Notably, the CD-
RISC-10 considers the preceding month,
while the HADS and IES-R focus on the
preceding week. Given substantial
intraindividual variability, values from the
same time point are crucial for assessing
associations. Although resilience is
significantly linked to mental-health

symptoms, not all respondents with low
resilience reported such symptoms, as would
be expected in the event of endogeneity.
Variables such as sex, COVID-19 exposure,
fear, and isolation were also associated with
resilience. Similarly, in a 2023 systematic
review of 35 studies that assessed resilience
and anxiety/depression simultaneously,
8 studies demonstrated no significant
associations linking resilience to anxiety and
depression (50, 51). We acknowledge that the
significant statistical associations reported in
our study raise hypotheses but do not
constitute evidence of causal links between
resilience andmental-health symptoms.
Moreover, there is also a potential for reverse
causality between the observed associations
seen in this work given the cross-sectional
nature of the study. Longitudinal studies
would help determine how resilience relates
to anxiety, depression, and PTSD.

Conclusions
This study among critical-care HCPs
identified determinants of resilience that are
amenable to change. The results suggest a
need for interventions to decrease feelings of
fear and isolation, as well as to teach
infodemic-coping strategies. The ICU places
a heavy burden on HCPs at all times because
of the high patient acuity, patient and family
suffering, complex care, limited control,
ethical dilemmas, and long working hours.
The added stress generated by a pandemic is
therefore particularly challenging, notably
when institutional support and recognition
are limited That only 8% of respondents felt
supported by their institutions is evidence
that hospital managers, ICU heads, and
policy makers are not doing enough to
develop a workplace culture and
interventions aimed at relieving the mental-
health burden placed on HCPs. The
responsibility falls squarely on them.�

Author disclosures are available with the
text of this article at www.atsjournals.org.
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